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WHAT THE
KITCHEN NEEDED
A SMARTEN LAYOUT
Homeowners Gina and Brian
Bishop of Hudson, Ohio,
love to cook, but a winding,
inefficient kitchen with
a super-small sink and low
countertops made things
difficult. Even worse, an
adjacent bathroom was in
plain view while eating.

LIGHT! A dark (and
impractical) wallpapered
backsplash, butcher block
countertops, and wide-plank
maple walls cast a dreary
shadow on the room.

BETTEn STORAGE The
awkward layout didn't allow
for a pantry-something
Gina always wanted. And
the old wood drawers often
splintered when opened,
making it difficult to get her
hands on cooking tools.

ADDITIONAL SEATING
Though the home boasts a
sizable formal dining room,
the Bishops prefer to gather
for meals in the kitchen's
eat-in nook. While the small
area worked for the family
of four, they longed for space
to accommodate guests in
a casual setting.
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A Merry crnd Bright
Ilitchen Mclkeover

ln the third chapter of our "Makeover Takeover" series, we enlisted the help of our 2.5 million
Country Living Facebook fans to help transform a KITCHEN and LAUNDRY ROOM.
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C0UNTERTOP: Duomo 0uartz;
wilsonart.com. PAINT: White Duck. from

the Liveable Luxe Color Collection from

HGTV HOME" by Sherwin-Williams,
Now available at Lowe's; painton.com.

APPLIANCES: Microwave, stove,

and refrigerator in Buttercup Yellow;

bigchill.com.
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CHANGED
THE LAYOUT
CL editors Jami
Supsic and Page
Mullins collabo-
rated with Austin-
based architect
Cindy Black, who
changed the floor
plan to create a

practical-yet-pretty kitchen
complete with a central island
ideal for entertaining.

CREATED LIGHT Cindy'
swapped out wood counter-
tops for a reader-approved
(and easy-to-clean!) quartz
from Wilsonart. To offset the
preserved wood walls, they
painted the ceiling and trim
a crisp white (White Duck),
chosen by CL readers from
the Liveable Luxe Color
Collection from HGTV HOME*
by Sherwin-Williams. They

also added a window and
moved the sink (with a new
Waterhill faucet by Moen)
to take advantage of the light.

EXPANDED STORAGE
Accented with oil-rubbed
hardware, fresh white cabinets
from Schuler replaced the old
ones and were also installed
around the refrigerator and
under the new banquette
(see left) for tons of storage.

ADDED SEATING AN

L-shaped banquette creates
a spot for six so there's plenty
of room for visitors. Jami
and Page accented Cindy's
design with a round table
from Cost Plus World Market,
a stainless steel pendant light,
and cheerful lemony accents.
Two industrial barstools,
also from Cost PIus World
Market, create another place
to perch at the new island.
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THE NEW
FOOTPRINT

Austin-based architect CindY
Black ( hel lo k i tc he n.co m)

reworked the space to take
it from faulty to flawless.

BEFORE
"The kitchen's winding

shape made it really difficult
for Gina to cook and transfer
food from stove to counter.
And without a central island,

it was almost impossible
to interact with guests while

cooking," Cindy says.
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MORE SPACE! The
Bishops' original laundry
room was tiny and impracti-
cal. Because it didn't have
any storage, the room
remained in a constant state
of disarray and chaos.

PERFORMED A NOOM
SWAP "l have one big
'no-no with kitchen design,
which is that you should
never, ever see a toilet from
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the cooking space," says
Cindy. To eliminate the
unappealing view, Cindy
traded spaces-the bath-
room adjacent to the kitchen
became the laundry room
and vice versa. Jami and
Page placed a stackable
washer and dryer in cabine-
try where the bathtub
once stood, and topped a

folding station with a reader
pick, Wilsonart's Truss
Maple countertop. Gotham
hexagonal floor tile from The
Home Depot adds vintage
flair to the workspace.

AFTER

"l wanted to open up
the space while maintaining

the relative scale of the
room as it might have been

in a house of this era. so
the overall kitchen footprint

is a modest i4.5 feet by
about '13 feet-plus
the breakfast nook."
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The o.ld setup of
the room mode it
dillicult to tockJe

dirty cjoties.
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